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ow does an interior designer manage her obsession with cool modern chairs? She simply buys 

some property and fills her new home, end to end. When interior designer Jennifer Corredor and 

her husband, Pablo Corredor, were looking for a permanent residence in Coconut Grove, Fla., a friend 

recommended a place. After taking a look, she fell in love with the home’s potential. The designer wanted 

her abode to feel like a relaxing spa retreat, with minimal design, ultra cool seating and clear spaces. 

SANCTUARY IN THE GROVES
SimPliSTiC DeSiGn AnD A CriSP WhiTe inTerior PAleTTe AlloW The luSh Green 

lAnDSCAPe To Shine in ThiS oPen SPA-like DeSiGner’S home in CoConuT Grove 

inTerior DeSiGn by Jennifer Corredor, J. design group, Coral gables, fl
TeXT by Katherine West  |  PhoToGrAPhy by daniel neWComb, palm beaCh gardens, fl

above: The sitting area is a museum of chairs that features an interesting collection 

of modern seating. luminaire’s orange “Shell Chair” by hans J. Wegner, white 

sculptural chair by Sawaya & moroni and solid wood chair by Capellini sit center 

stage. Sheer, white linen draperies pull closed to act as a delicate room divider.
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A full front-to-back remodel gave her the opportunity to bring her vision to fruition. As the walls came 

down and the floor plan opened up, mother nature was invited in to blur the boundaries between 

inside and out. 

 Corredor’s 2,900-square-foot home boasts all the conveniences of being near the amenities of the 

city as well as the complete privacy of the lush groves. nestled in generous vegetation, the landscape is 

Zanotta’s glass-topped dining table and “lia” chairs center 

the open dining area. in a windowed niche, b&b italia’s chic 

buffet adds a touch of glamour. bright moroso stools pull up 

to the counter in the kitchen, where the “hope” chandelier 

from luminaire casts a soft glow over the streamlined space.
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breathtaking and jungle-like. A backdrop of luminous white provides an alluring contrast to the deep 

emerald hues beyond.    

 Thriving plant life, mature trees and orchid gardens completely surround the home. upon entry, the 

vision of fresh greens continues via the floor-to-ceiling windows and 360-degree vistas. The main living 

space is open and bathed in light. refurbished original hardwood flooring flows throughout, giving the 



predominantly white interior some warmth. An array of sculptural modern chairs adorns a central sitting 

area, where two solid slabs of marble serve as unconventionally low cocktail tables. “Their low profile keeps 

the view unobstructed and makes the space appear more ample,” the designer says.  

 Corredor, being from Jamaica, West indies, is accustomed to decorating with native fresh flowers, a 

detail that adds splashes of color and ever-changing accents from the sitting area to the dining area. here, 

a timeless glass-topped table centers the space that easily accommodates up to 20 guests or remains as is 

for an intimate group of eight seated in white leather-clad chairs.  

 nearby, a completely remodeled kitchen features rare green granite countertops enhanced by the 

green-glass backsplash and fresh white cabinetry. bold orange counter stools add a punch of color to 

provide a vivid definition between the two spaces. 

 Featured throughout the home is the art of martha Dominguez, a local venezuelan artist who Corredor 

works with frequently. original paintings were commissioned specifically for each space of the home. in 

the family room, a large colorful piece entitled miami Sunset hangs above a clean-lined, white leather 

sofa. A white, woven-leather chair looks sharp in the corner with a harmonizing floor lamp. The outside 

The CleAn lineS AnD CriSP WhiTeS oF b&b iTAliA’S SoFA, A Floor lAmP by FoSCArini 
AnD The Woven-leATher ChAir From Fine line FurniTure FAShion The FAmily 
room in ComPlemenTAry ConTrAST To The DeeP GreenS oF nATure’S oWn.
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sitting area 
White sculptural chair - Sawaya & moroni, 

luminaire, Coral Gables, Fl

Wooden stool - Cappellini, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

orange Shell chair - hans J. Wegner, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Cocktail tables - living Divani, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Art - martha Dominguez, 

Pompano beach, Fl

Area rug - kasthall, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

dining area
Dining table and chairs - Zanotta, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Centerpiece vase - massimo lunardon, 

luminaire, Coral Gables, Fl

buffet - b & b italia, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Window treatment - ADm interiors, 

miami Fl

KitChen
Countertop fabricated by eclipse Stone Corp., 

miami, Fl

Counter stools - moroso, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

refrigerator - Sub-Zero, 

marcelin home Appliance, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Chandelier - luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

family room
Sofa - b & b italia, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

White leather chair - Fine line 

Furniture & Accessories, 

Coral Gables, Fl

lamp - Foscarini, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Shelving - Ptolomeo, luminaire, 

Coral Gables, Fl

Art - martha Dominguez, 

Pompano beach, Fl

Area rug - Coconut Grove Gallery & interiors, 

miami, Fl

throughout
Doors - miami Wall unit Group, 

miami, Fl

lighting - billy’s electrical, 

hollywood, Fl

Floral - maria’s Sidewalk Flowers, 

miami, Fl

sanctuary in 
the GROVES
c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  1 2 8
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view is the star in this casual expansive 

space, where floor-to-ceiling windows 

allow nature in to create a calming 

greenhouse effect.   

 open, airy and uncluttered, the 

designer’s relaxing home is outfitted 

with classic modern pieces. Surrounded 

by dense groves, the home feels private 

and serene. “i feel like i’m living in a 

spa,” Corredor says. “i am right where i 

want to be ... this is my sanctuary.” 
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